Parking at MIT for Spring 2019 Sailing Events

The challenge to find parking keeps getting tougher every year. Westbound on Memorial Drive is always available and is much easier on Sundays. On Saturdays, the best suggestion is the Sloan School parking lot at E51. Despite the signage MIT will never ticket nor tow from here on weekends of after 4 on weekdays. Of course, you might find something on Memorial Drive.

Spots in front of MIT Sailing, Harvard Sailing, and the Charles River YC are all 30 minute spots. The state often doesn’t enforce but then, without warning, they might tow three times in a day. It’s a risk but good to use for pick-up and drop-off. Please lock your valuables in the van under the seat. The sailing pavilion still gets hit from time to time.

There are pay to park places farther north on Ames St and towards the Longfellow bridge, too.

Call me if I can assist.

Franny Charles, MIT Sailing Master
857-221-0828